Reception News

2.7.2021

This week in Reception
We continue with our learning about the artist, Jadé, this week
creating three abstract class identity panels. It has been interesting to
see how the classes see themselves, what they choose to include,
how they represent ideas and how different from each other, the
classes have made their contributions.
All classes have continued to prioritise the children’s kindness and
encouraged empathy towards each other. We have all felt the
benefits of this and are (largely) delighted with the children’s
behaviour this week.
The number 20 has inspired lots of amazing maths of all sorts that has
often been totally inspired by the children’s own interests. They are
getting so good at explaining what they did to reach an answer and
are very mature at finding ways to extend their learning by looking for
patterns.
Next Week
More of the same in maths - still so much we can practice with
number 20. Weighing scales and cooking are on the agenda, which
will be very popular. The cooking will link to Jade’s work- you will have
to wait and see how.
Our class panels still need work so that will take up our indoor day’s
time… and maybe outdoor too, weather dependent.
Please keep the small bits of recycling coming in for our junk
modelling.

Phonics
Philippa's group
We have played some online handwriting games and some whole
class turn taking loop games as well as making a treasure hunt game.
The children were really good at their clue writing, which really
helped the person doing the hunting.
Bethan’s group
We have been reading and writing polysyllabic words.
We played a loop card game to practice high frequency words and
made our own phonics games
We finished the week with phonics Bingo.
Ashleigh’s group
We continue to practise the previously taught sounds in fun ways.
Additionally, we are focusing on letter formation and trying to break
some habits. In particular, we practise the c shape letters, forming
them in an anticlockwise direction (a,c d,e,q g and o). We have
become cheerleaders to robot talk longer words, which is
challenging. We have used toys and pictures to write captions about
our favourite TV shows.
Additionally, we have made our own Bingo sheets and used them
today to play a game.
Katrina’s group
We practised reading and writing words with ‘ai’ and ‘ee’ digraphs.
The children have been taking the teacher role and showing the rest
of the group how to write the sounds using the big whiteboard.

Waitrose hamper online auction
This is all set for you to bid via reception@kilmorie.lewisham.sch.uk.
Please send in what you would be willing to offer for this delightful
summer picnic in the park themed hamper. All proceeds go to our
outdoor area project.

Dates for July diary
Summer BBQ
Reports/new teacher
Drop in
Sports Day
Class picnic in park

Saturday 3rd
Friday 9th
Monday 12th
Wednesday 14th
Tuesday 20th Tigers
Wednesday 21st Lions
Thursday 22nd Bears

Please check the Reception page of the Kilmorie website for photos
and other information.
Best wishes,
The Reception Team

